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Outline

● queue implementation: linked queue
● application of queues and stacks: data structure 

traversal
● application of queues: simulation of an airline 

counter
● random numbers
● recursion
● examples of recursion
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Linked List Implementation of 
Queues

● a queue can be implemented as either a singly-linked or 
doubly-linked list

● either way, the head of the list is usually the front of the queue, 
and the tail of the list is the back of the queue

● either way, we keep a head node (for removal) and a tail node 
(for insertion)

● there is a special case when the list is empty (method offer) 
or when removing the last element from the list (method poll)

● In-class exercise (individually or in small groups): write the 
code for either the offer or poll method (or if you have 
time, for both) for a queue implemented using a singly-linked 
list
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Traversal of Data Structures

● in a linked list, each node has a link to at most one 
other node

● in a doubly-linked list, each node has a link to at most 
two other nodes

● there are more general data structures in which nodes 
can have links to multiple other nodes

● these data structures go by different names, including 
trees and graphs

● in some cases, we need to have a program start at one 
node and visit all the other nodes in the data structure: 
tree traversal or graph traversal
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Breadth-First Traversal

● in general, I can start from a given node and put into a queue 
all the nodes it is connected to

● then, I repeatedly remove one node from the queue, visit it, 
and put into the queue all the nodes it (the new node) is 
connected to

● if I keep doing this, staying away from nodes that have already 
been visited, I will eventually visit all connected nodes

● this is called breadth-first traversal:
● visually arranging the first node at the top
● the nodes it is connected to right below it,
● the nodes they are connected to right below them,
● nodes are visited in left-to-right and top-to-bottom order
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Depth-First Traversal

● for a traversal, I could push the nodes on a stack 
instead of adding them to a queue

● then, the node I will visit next is the node I put on 
the stack most recently

● that means visiting every node connected to the 
most recently visited node, before visiting any 
node that was pushed onto the stack earlier

● this is called depth-first traversal because the 
traversal tends to go top-to-bottom, then climb 
back up and explore the side branches
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Double-Ended Queues

● sometimes, it is useful to be able to add and 
remove elements at either end of a queue

● this double-ended queue, or deque 
(pronounced either "D-Q" or “deck”), can do 
everything either a stack or a queue can do

● implementation, using either arrays or linked 
lists, is similar to the implementation of either a 
stack or a queue
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Simulation of an Airline Counter

● two queues: regular and business class passengers
● random arrivals: during each minute, one passenger arrives with a given probability, 

arrivalRate
● this is computed by testing

    if (Math.random() < arrivalRate) { // passenger arrives
● e.g. if arrival rate is 0.5, on average a person arrives every two minutes

● one agent, requiring a time that is uniformly random between 0 and some defined 
maximum number of minutes

● every minute,
● check to see whether to add passengers to each queue
● check to see whether the agent is done taking care of the current passenger, and if so, select the 

next passenger if any
● update the time 

● once a passenger is selected, that passenger's statistics (waiting time) must be updated
● if there are passengers in both queues, we can try different strategies for selecting the 

next passenger
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Random Numbers

● tossing a fair coin is truly random -- there is no way to predict what the next toss 
will give

● computers do not find it easy to toss coins
● instead, beginning with a specific number (the seed), they apply a complicated 

function to yield a new number
● this new number is a pseudo-random value: it is computed, and therefore not 

random, but there is no easy way to predict the new number from the old (without 
knowing the exact function), and so it looks like a sequence of random numbers

● the initial seed can be a fixed value (e.g. 1), to give a repeatable sequence of 
random numbers (good for debugging code)

● or, the initial seed can be selected almost at random, e.g. the time of day when 
the program is run, to give a different sequence each time

● Java's Math.random() returns a double uniformly distributed between 0 and 1
● Java Random by default is initialized to the current day and time, but the 

programmer can explicitly specify the seed
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Implementation of Java methods:
calls

● When method A calls method B, Java:
● saves the current location of execution on the 

Java stack
● evaluates the parameters
● pushes onto the stacks the values of the 

parameters
● starts executing the code for B
● the code for B pushes onto the stack the values 

of any local and loop variables
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Implementation of Java methods:
returns

● When method B returns, Java:
● saves the value being returned (if any)
● pops the parameter values from the Java stack
● pops the return location from the Java stack
● starts executing the code at the return location

● in our example, it resumes execution of A

● in-class discussion:

could A and B be the same method?
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Recursion

● supposing you had a java method call itself
● what would happen?
● for example:
static int method multiply(int a, int b) {
    if (a == 1) {
        return b;
    }
    return b + multiply(a – 1, b);
}

● in-class exercise (everyone together): what does

    multiply (2, 5)

return?  why and how?
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Recursion Explained

● all the information about a method call is on the 
Java stack

● so a method can call itself as many times as 
needed
● the parameter values and return locations are 

unique to each invocation of the method
– because they are saved on the stack

● which grows and shrinks as needed

● the caller may be the same or a different method, it 
doesn't matter
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Many Types of Recursion

● recursion can be very convenient
static int method multiply(int a, int b) {
    if (a < 0)
        return – (multiply (-a, b))
    if (a == 0)
        return 0;
    if (a == 1)
        return b;
    return b + multiply(a – 1, b);
}
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Infinite Recursion

● just as loops can be infinite, so can recursion:

void infinite() {

    infinite();

}
● calling infinite will eventually lead to an overflow 

of the Java stack
● it may take a while!
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Making sure recursion terminates

● There must be one or more base case, which 
always return

● For any possible value of parameters, every 
recursive case must get closer to at least one 
of the base cases

● sometimes “closer” is easily defined, sometimes 
not

● but whenever this property is missing, there is 
the possibility of infinite recursion
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Getting closer to the base cases

● static int factorial(n) {
    if (n <= 1)
        return 1;
    return n * factorial(n – 1);
}

● E last(LinkedNode<E> node) {
    if (node.next == null)
        return node.value;
    return last(node.next);

● note that last has infinite recursion on circular lists

● and fails if node is null
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Recursive Methods
for Linked Lists

● How many nodes are in the linked list?
int countNodes(LinkedNode<E> node) {
    if (node == null) return 0;
    return 1 + countNodes(node.next);

● Is an element in the Linked List?
boolean exists(LinkedNode<e> n, Object v) {

    if (node == null) return false;

    if (v.equals(node.value)) return true;

    return exists(n.next, v);

● recursion is a natural for linked lists!
● as long as the linked list has finite length
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Fun facts about recursion

● every loop can be replaced by recursion
● but not every loop can be replaced by recursion

(unless the loop uses an explicit stack)
● some things must be computed recursively:

int ackermann(int m, int n) {

    if (m == 0) return n + 1;

    if (n == 0) return ackermann(m – 1, 1);

    return ackermann(m – 1, ackermann(m, n – 1));

}

● sometimes recursion is the simplest way of thinking of 
problems
● can you imagine using recursion to evaluate infix expressions?
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